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Introduction:

Kumar Munusamy Electrical Foreman for Laird at Suncor Base Plant is being nominated by his peers and Senior
Leaders for the Craftsperson of the Year Award. Kumar is highly respected, trusted and regarded highly by our Client.
He leads by example and uses his previous knowledge to streamline and efficiently do his job safely.

Kumar led crew in setting up, maintaining and demobbing temp power for 3 sets of cokers in 2020. This was
completed safely on time and without incident. Kumar’s crew completed various scopes of work under his guidance
on time, safely and with no rework required. Kumar led his crew all year taking temp power calls up and down the
cokers inside and out safely, efficiently and without incident saving the client from down time due to having no
power. Kumar’s toolbox talks are detailed, informative and interactive as he encourages his entire crew to
participate and offer feedback. His ability to be inclusive with his crew has lead to value added engagement where
workers are empowered to speak up in situations in live plant activities pose ongoing hazards with multiple trades
and scopes of work.

Kumar made sure that work areas were clean and safe before crew began their tasks and made sure all cords, cables
were strung in a safe manner to avoid causing any hazards for anyone else working in the area.

Kumar prevented a major incident by finding a hot spot in the cables from a generator feeding the temp power. After
further investigating he found that cables for one phase in a disconnect were overheating and melting the insulation
on the cable which (if left) would have started a fire. Kumar was a constant professional when dealing with the other
trades and their power issues, fixing, or coming up with quick solutions to their problems.

Kumar also made sure the crew knew the importance of the Covid-19 Protocols that changed over the course of
2020, he lead by example and managed all the expectations including compliance to crew PPE use, care and
replacement over the course of the pandemic.

Kumar always explained to the crew what each person would be doing that day and what some of the hazards to
look for with their task. He was always prepared with examples and clarity so his crew would be prepared and able to
respond to changes quickly.
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1. Kumar Munusamy Biography - Profile



Stuart Olson Industrial Projects Inc.

Insert Applicable Photo Here

Project Role
§ Suncor Base Plant – Turnaround Foreman

Qualifications
§ Journeyman Electrician

§ Stuart Olson Industrial Supervisor Training

§ OSSA fall protection Training

§ OSSA confined space entry and monitoring Training

§ OSSA Elevated work platform Training

§ OSSA Permit Receiver Training

§ Arc Flash Training

§ OSSA Isolation and Lockout Training

Profile
16 Years’ experience in construction and Maintenance Electrical trade in Alberta. Employed with Stuart Olson Industrial Group of companies from 2010

to Present.

§ 2006-2007 Flint Opti-Nexen, Long Lake, Fort McMurray AB

§ 2007-2008 Laird Electric, Long Lake, Fort McMurray AB

§ 2008-2009 Casca Electrical, Syncrude, Fort McMurray AB

§ 2009-2010 Laird electric Albian Sands, Fort McMurray AB

§ 2011 to date at Stuart Olson Industrial Projects - Electrical, Suncor Baseplant, Fort McMurray AB

Kumar Munusamy
Electrical Foreman
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Schedule and Budget

Kumar ensures he has a complete and thorough understanding of scope of work he is tasked with undertaking or
supervising and is a leader at site with respect to interdisciplinary collaboration. His awareness of all aspects of
the work and of how they have impact on other trades, the next sequence of work and timely completion of the
overall project continually results in positive schedule and execution benefits.

As each Turnaround event is executed, he plays a key role in the upfront planning and review of schedule
requirements. Typically this involves review of the larger picture, approaching other trades and combining of
tasks for increased efficiencies.

Having a very broad knowledge base of overall Turnaround activities and schedule milestones Kumar is able to
present strategies that enable safe and seamless interaction of all trades. This helps all to avoid negative
schedule impacts that may otherwise occur due to conflicting trade activities in a common area.

An example of Kumar's involvement and the schedule and budgetary aspect of his work is seen below with the
05C-50/51, 05F-6 Temporary power setup. Here we see a complete temporary power plan built by Kumar to
meet all the primary mechanical and support trades' needs. By gaining feedback from the mechanical General
Contractors and collaborating with Suncor Coordination, Suncor successfully developed and implemented a
reflective Pre-work schedule with durations for the 2020 Spring TA Event. While Kumar was able to see the big
picture, he could also visualize the quantity and locations of where each piece of gear an interconnecting cable
was required. With this input Suncor Planning and Scheduling departments could properly consolidate the
temporary power installation into weekly steps, depending on the equipment type. TPWD/TPUD, GEN/Distrib,
Heat Treatment, Master Panel, Slave Panels, Lighting, Air, AC, Fans, Gougers, Welder/Overlay, Rig Rats, Splice
Boxes were all mapped out by Kumar, totaled completely with cable distances and feedback provided to the
Suncor Execution. As a result, Kumar and his team achieved an accurately scheduled, on budget, complete
temporary power install for Spring 2020 with a Productivity factor of 97%.

Example: Plant 5 TP Single Line Setup
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Schedule Optimization:
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Prework Optimization Scheduling and Budget example:
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Productivity

Kumar’s field presence and understanding of the work enable continuous mentoring of less experienced co-workers
and always ensure the work is executed in a safe and effective manner. Kumar leads by example working very closely
with other members of the team and understands the workflow and skill sets of team members very well. This
enables him to provide feedback to his supervisors for manpower movements as needed to maximise productivity
and to always have the right people on a task to ensure safe completion of the work.

Kumar is a good communicator and is quick to offer suggestions or strategies to provide a better path forward to task
completion. During a previous Turnaround he presented an optimization initiative regarding temp power closeout
from one turnaround with his understanding of requirements leading into pre-work on the next turnaround. This
initiative was adopted and resulted in significant savings of both cost and time on both turnaround events.

Example: During the spring 2020 TA event Kumar observed members of the maintenance group working on some
pump mechanical repairs as he was aware this same equipment was within his upcoming turnaround scope of work.
He then followed up with supervision of the insulation and electrical teams to flag this potential overlap of activities.
As a result, with this collaboration, the maintenance activity was ceased and placed on hold pending completion
during the Turnaround. This provided a substantial cost and time avoidance to both maintenance and turnaround
groups, as otherwise the equipment would have had the same task undertaken twice.

Feedback Example: Client Management
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Cost Efficiencies

The Pre-Work Optimization strategy developed by Kumar discussed above is an excellent example of an initiative
resulting in thousands of dollars savings to the customer as well as substantial schedule time savings on the
ensuing turnaround.

The effort to reach out to maintenance group and to question the foreseen duplication of task which is
referenced above is another example of seeking efficiencies and collaboration resulting in another significant
savings to the customer.

Kumar’s continued focus on the manner in which crews undertake their work and his seeking of safe and
effective execution strategies continues to result in positive impacts on both schedule and cost to the project

The Examples shared below demonstrates;
· $19,560.00 in cost savings passed to our Client due to managing resources and how they are re-

allocated.
· Involved in refurbishing opportunity for Temp Power gear and cables in place. This demonstrates a

value Initiative of $414,915.00 cost savings to the Client.
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Quality

His experience in the trade and knowledge of the plant are very effective in assurance that all work is completed in
accordance with specifications and site standards. Work is always well supervised with high standards of quality
maintained through Kumar’s sharing of his trade experience, his communication with crews regarding specifications,
the work scope and trade standards.

As a supervisor he is never shy to get into the work with “hands on” approach with his team which enables him to
mentor those with less experience on best trade practices or to share previous issues or experiences he may have
previously encountered with a given task.

The quality in Kuamar’s workmanship and Leadership of his crew was demonstrated in 2020 by incurring zero rework
for any job he was given. This was further challenged by having communication with clients and other contractors
wearing masks, but still being successful with jobs, client feedback, positive recognition and safety in addition to
quality workmanship.

Example of Kumar’s quality of work:
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Collaboration and Teamwork

Kumar is a very integral part of the TA team here at base plant, starting initially as a craft tradesman moving into his
current role as Foreman. His continued positive attitude is infectious on others and continues to solidify the very
cohesive working relationships developed and needed between all trades during turnaround events.

Kumar is also very proactive and approachable in all aspects of the work and always represents himself in a
professional manner. He has earned the respect of members of all trade groups here at site through positive
interactions and shared collaboration and is always looking out for others here at site with field interventions and
safety focus.

Kumar has intervened with the insulation group when it comes to safety or specific procedures. If he sees something
that doesn’t look right, he will own it and intervene. No matter if it is outside his trade or outside his company, he
has no problem in stopping an unsafe act or situation. He will also make sure he brings this up with the supervision
overseeing the intervened individual, which allows the supervisor to get this out to others on the crew to make sure
whatever it was that might have been done wrong will not happen again. Coaching and working together is a key
portion on how Kumar is an asset not only to the electrical team but to everyone out there as he is day in and day
out looking out for all workers. The respect he has from all people he interacts with is the testament to his
teamwork.

Example of Client Feedback on working within a Team to troubleshoot and correct challenges:
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Health and Safety

Kumar manages toolbox talks well and is always quick to provide field coaching or interventions as may be needed to keep
others safe regardless of trade.

Is quick to intervene and stop a perceived unsafe act or to question the activity regardless of the trade involved. A very good
example of this would be a field intervention Kumar had in stopping some maintenance insulators about to utilise a power
tool in the unit. In this case he asked them not proceed as it appeared that the power source to be utilised was not adequate
and may put them at risk, The workers agreed and Kumar then approached insulation supervision to advise he had stopped
the activity pending further checks. It was determined that the intended source was indeed not adequate and subsequently
an alternate method was implemented for safe completion of the work. Kumar received a recognition for this good catch
and positive field intervention in looking out for the workers through his intervention.

He always sets up his work with a core value of safety and ensures that the teams have all they will need with respect to
knowledge of scope, understanding of permitting and area safety particulars, proper tools and trade experience to execute
the work in a safe manner. In 2020 Kumar and his crews didn’t have any incidents. The attention to detail setting his crews
up for success demonstrated his diligence and leadership competency.

Example: Kumar Munusamy who is the foreman and his crew were performing their regular generator checks when they
smelt something like burning rubber. Kumar called me down to help investigate. Mike Griffiths and Sheldon Woodcock
headed down with an RI gun to check for hot spots in the cables from the generator. We found that the cables coming off
one of the phases was hot so Mike approached Kelly Boyd with the issue. After getting permission to shut down the
generators it was discovered that the cables of one phase in the disconnect were burnt which if left would have started a fire
creating a major event. Kumar and his crew changed out some cables and confirmed all the connections and restarted the
generators.
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Examples of quality Health and Safety inspections, efforts into setting crews up, kicking off the scope of work for the day
safely and leading by example:
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Leadership

Is a true working foreman who brings a professional work ethic to site everyday and always maintains a happy and
positive outlook with everyone on his team. Truly leads by example and has the best interests of those around him as
a focus everyday.
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Ingenuity and Innovation

The Pre-Work Optimization strategy is a very good example of forward thinking and initiative Kumar has and
continues to demonstrate.

Kumar presented an initiative for adopting the use of telescopic poles for stringing of cables overhead above
walkways. This work previously involved workers having to climb ladders and scaffolds multiple times to accomplish
the task. This improvement brought an immediate benefit in making task execution safer and ultimately more
efficient. 10 of these were purchased after the recommendation.


